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â€¢ Waterproof â€¢ Tear-Resistant â€¢ Travel MapDesigned for the needs of adventure travelers,

National Geographic's Panama Adventure Map is the most comprehensive map available, covering

the entire country, with expertly researched background information, travel tips and descriptions of

popular destinations. A user-friendly index of selected towns and protected areas, including National

Parks, nature and forest reserves, wetlands and wildlife areas, will help you select areas to explore.

The marked road network of major and minor roads, including the Pan-American Highway, airstrips

and railway tracks will get you to your desired location, including those outside of major tourist hubs.

Some of the pinpointed recreational, historical and cultural features include areas for surfing, fishing

and diving, hiking trails, archeological sites, reefs and mangroves. An inset map of Panama City

provides in-depth detail of the capital, including its hospitals, churches, synagogues, monuments,

cemeteries, embassies and other notable buildings. The Casco Viejo (San Felipe) area is shown

with even greater detail, for those planning a self-guided walking tour. An inset map of the Panama

Canal region details this must-see engineering feat, that connects the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

Some of the points of interest shown are the Canal's locks, visitor centers and the Panama Railway

connecting Colon and Panama City. This abundance of specialized content makes the map the

perfect companion to National Geographic's Panama Traveler Guide or any other guidebook.Every

Adventure Map is printed on durable synthetic paper, making them waterproof, tear-resistant and

tough â€” capable of withstanding the rigors of international travel.Map Scale = 1:475,000 &

1:165,000Sheet Size = 37.75" x 25.5"Folded Size = 4.25" x 9.25"
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National Geographic did a wonderful job with this map. Very attention to detail not only in the

topographic map itself, but it's also loaded with pictures & information regarding the regions of the

country. There's also a smaller map of Panama City, but not as detail as the rest of the map. Very

colorful - expected for National Geographic anyway. Even main highways are included. Very well

put together; it definetly complements their travel book. Highly recommended!!!

This is a great map for trekking around Panama. It's a good scale - it shows even small towns, yet

it's not too huge. It's made of a durable and fairly waterproof paper. It has interesting info on native

peoples, history, and popular places. Whether you're hitching or hiking, riding busses or driving, this

map could definitely be of use to you.

This is a great map of Panama. It is printed on heavy laminated paper so that it will last and not fall

apart if it gets wet in you backpack or fanny pack while touring the country in the rainy season.It is

also colorful enough to put on any wall framed or not.The detail is amazing and the tidbits are very

informative.I grew up in Panama and take the current issue of this map with me every time I return

to visit my old haunts.Ewald Wibergauthor of The Perfect Vacation: One Couple's Adventures at

Sea With and Without the Kids

Most complete map of Panama. This map has all the small towns andvillages that most other

Panama maps don't.

National Geographic maps show all the towns, cities, and roads. They are waterproof and will

sustain repeated foldings without any rupture in the fabric. With regular maps, if you fold them

several times, they will tend to rip on the fold lines. National Geographic maps may cost a bit more,

but they are well worth it, as they have a long life.

Without a doubt, the best map available for Panama!!Add the high quality of National Geographic

and you have an A+ map!If only they would do Nicaragua, too. OUTSTANDING MAP!

Always a useful map...National Geographic produces the best, and we've been using its maps for



our trips to the Philippines, China, Japan, Peru, Belize, and now Panama, and will continue to rely

on these and maps of other countries we'll be traveling to in the next couple of years!

It's the best map I could find. Really good to use with a GPS. Good level of detail. It has a water

resistant surface, which is very good, as Panama is more than just a little rainy. This is not USGS

level of detail by any means, but it's a good map.
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